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What is the issue? 
Finance and accounting outsourcing has evolved and become more complex   
in recent years. 

Why is it important? 
Finance and accounting outsourcing relationships can help you to focus on your core  
business and become more competitive. 

What can be done? 
Understanding fnance and accounting outsourcing will allow you to make informed  
and efective decisions in supporting your organization’s strategic objectives. 

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GUIDELINE OVERVIEW 

Introduction to the Concept 
When it comes to fnance and accounting outsourcing (FAO), a reintroduction may be more 
useful than an introduction. After all, the concept has been around since the frst half of the 20th  
Century when companies began using payroll providers. 

Today, an FAO capability is more likely to call to mind an on-demand, portable business function  
than a payroll clerk. For example, rather than a North American company building a new fnance  
and accounting function for its new Asia operations from the ground up, the company is best 
to work with a payroll provider to develop fnance and accounting processes that operate as a  
modular local capability the company can plug in for half the cost and half the time that replicating  
the processes would have required. 
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The modern conception of outsourcing (i.e., multi-year, multi-process outsourcing) emerged in the  
early 1990s when oil and gas company BP transferred 300 employees to an outsourcing center in 
Scotland that was managed by the frm now known as Accenture. Over the next 15 years, outsourcing  
became synonymous with of-shoring, a politically charged term that referred to a process where the  
services were provided, often in India, China, and other developing economies where labour arbitrage  
promised, though did not always deliver, major cost savings to outsourcing buyers. 

Today, business has entered a new era of outsourcing. 

Outsourcing has, for the most part, shed its controversial undercurrents and its absolute focus on cost  
reduction. Cost savings is a prominent objective of all forms of outsourcing, but it is far from the only  
goal. This is true of FAO, which, like other forms of outsourcing, has evolved into a more prevalent and  
better understood management tool. 

The maturation of FAO is evident in the language that outsourcing experts and practitioners use  
when they speak of this management tool. They are more likely to use the term “multi-shoring” than  
“of-shoring” to describe outsourcing processes that save money, give the company access to better  
talent and more efective technology, and allow the company to scale new and existing operations in a  
more agile way. More than one major outsourcing consultancy has pronounced the “end of outsourcing,”  
as a cheeky way to emphasize that outsourcing has become part of the procedural fabric of the mod
ern extended enterprise and its services portfolio. In a similar way, the concept of “e-business” is now  
obsolete since the vast majority of companies have incorporated the Internet into its operations. 

-

Today, FAO qualifes as an important knowledge area. Managed efectively, FAO relationships can  
help  professional accountants: 
•  reduce fnance and accounting administrative costs 
•  access innovative processes and technology 
•  access top talent and leading knowledge 
•  enable greater agility when ramping up or ramping down operations in new geographies   

(i.e., agile scalability) 
•  support major restructuring eforts or other types of business transformation 
• more efectively evaluate when an existing process should be targeted for improvement   

or possibly moved to a shared services center (both of which are common alternatives   
to outsourcing) 

Finance and Accounting Outsourcing 
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What is FAO? 
Although certain forms of FAO have existed for decades, modern FAO typically involves multiple  
fnance and accounting processes and longer-term relationships (in the range of three-, fve- or even  
10-year contractual commitments). FAO covers a wide collection of processes, ranging from highly  
transactional activities (e.g., accounts payable, accounts receivable, and payroll) to processes that  
require greater and more complex degrees of knowledge and analysis (e.g., treasury, tax strategy,   
or fnancial planning and analysis). 

The same processes can help manage the challenges, risks, and opportunities of transactional as  
well as more analytical forms of outsourcing. However, knowledge- and analysis-based FAO requires  
greater management discipline and oversight because these activities require more nuanced judge
ments and decision-making. The same requirements apply to fnance and accounting processes with  
regulatory compliance and/or fnancial reporting requirements and implications. 

-

Why is FAO Relevant? 
FAO is relevant because outsourcing has matured into a widely accepted management tool used  
to generate value. This is the case because outsourcing has proven efective in helping companies  
address skills shortages, scale operations with more agility, reduce costs, improve the efectiveness  
of  existing processes, and gain access to leading methodologies, technology and processes. 

The ability to determine whether or not FAO makes sense for a company as well as selecting an FAO  
provider and managing an FAO relationship is also highly relevant today (and will be into the fore
seeable future). According to Everest Group, a worldwide total of approximately US$7 billion in FAO  
contracts will come up for renewal during the next two years. Everest and other outsourcing advisory  
and consulting frms estimate that total global FAO spending ranges from approximately $30 billion to  
$100 billion. The range is so large because many projections factor in captive shared services and new  
hybrid models that contain elements of shared services centers and traditional FAO. 

-

As FAO and other forms of outsourcing become more common and mature, capability within the 
extended enterprise will become more important to manage FAO well. Doing so will require an under
standing of how FAO has evolved, its pros and cons, and when (or whether) it makes sense for an 
organization to implement FAO. 

-

In the past, FAO’s value primarily hinged on the cost savings delivered by labour arbitrage, today,  
FAO’s value hinges on cost savings, access to better capabilities, greater scalability, and more. In the  
past, managing an FAO relationship was a part-time job. Today, management of any outsourcing  
relationship has matured into an accepted discipline, a full-time profession. 

In the past, outsourcing relationships often qualifed as a stressful, rearview mirror exercise: perfor
mance metrics were produced and evaluated weeks or even months after the fact, leading to testy  
exchanges between buyers and providers. Today, daily, even real-time measures of FAO performance  
are available, increasing the precision and efectiveness with which these relationships can be managed. 

-

Finance and Accounting Outsourcing 
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Successfully managing FAO also requires an understanding of the entire “FAO Lifecycle.” This lifecycle  
includes three steps (making the decision to outsource, selecting a provider, and managing the rela
tionship), each with numerous sub-steps, all of which are presented in the FAO guidance document. 

-

How does FAO Ensure an Enterprise is Sustainable (RAISE)? 
As the marketplace continues to evolve at a rapid pace, organizations are faced with the dilemma on  
how to be resilient, adapt and innovate in their quest not only to sustain a competitive advantage and  
meet customer/client needs but also to remain as a viable ongoing concern. A useful ideology for 
ensuring successful implementation of FAO is CPA Canada’s RAISE philosophy (whereby Resilient +  
Adaptive + Innovative = Sustainable Enterprises). 

Properly structured FAO relationships have consistently been shown to provide ongoing value and  
relevance. They not only change the way organizations efectively operate; they also provide a repeatable  
and sustainable method for deriving ongoing value from an organization’s customer/client base while  
the organization reaps ongoing value in return. 

At its core, the RAISE philosophy can help guide an organization (or enterprise) towards a unique 
customer-centric and competitive strategy that provides an ongoing sustainable edge. FAO lever
ages these philosophy drivers by developing resiliency in the face of challenges within competitive  
customer environments, adapting to sudden market changes, and innovating in response to the  
ever-evolving market needs. When these drivers of success are combined and leveraged, the outcome   
is a highly sustainable enterprise. This concept is explored further in this guideline. 

-

How do Professional Accountants in Business Add Value? 
Professional accountants (CPAs) with a sound knowledge of the FAO process play a critical role in  
promoting the RAISE philosophy by assisting an organization to realize the benefts described in his  
management accounting guideline series. CPA’s are increasingly tasked with strategy and operational/ 
tactical execution.  

A successful FAO implementation initiative draws on and sharpens the skills and expertise of its  
accounting professionals in several ways — there are a number of reasons why an understanding of  
FAO ensures sustained value: 
•  to enable professional accountants to fulfll the fnance and accounting function’s duty to support  

organizational strategy as efectively and efciently as possible 
•  to identify new opportunities to improve how the fnance and accounting function supports the  

organization’s strategic objectives 
•  to identify more cost-efcient and efective ways to perform existing processes within the fnance  

and accounting function (via outsourcing and/or via process improvement initiatives and moving  
processes to shared services centers) 

Finance and Accounting Outsourcing 
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DISCLAIMER
The material contained in this management accounting guideline series is designed to provide illustrative information of 
the subject matter covered. It does not establish standards or preferred practices. This material has not been considered or 
acted upon by any senior or technical committees or the board of directors of CPA Canada and does not represent an official 
opinion or position of CPA Canada.

•  to help the fnance and accounting function invest more resources and time in higher value   
activities (e.g., fnancial planning and analysis, evaluating growth opportunities, conducting merg
ers and acquisition due diligence) 

-

•  to apply their risk management expertise to ensure that current and potential FAO investments  
strike a proftable balance between risks and benefts 

•  to identify and share leading outsourcing management practices with counterparts in other parts  
of the organization, namely information technology (IT) and human resources (HR) 

This publication is one in a series on Finance  
and Accounting Outsourcing. The entire series  
of overview and  guideline  are available on our  
website.  For  additional information or for general  
inquiries, please contact us at mags@cpacanada.ca. 
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